Tracking of crucial academic activities will no longer be tedious. Executing the academic plan successfully is imperative to an educational institution. Leveraging IT can empower you to execute the same efficiently and effectively. Our Academics offering provides a platform to manage timetables, map lesson plans to the syllabus, manage student activity as well as discipline, Student feedback and resource utilization. iON also supports Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) requirements of UGC.

The Academics offering comprises the following features:

**iON also supports student selected time table:**
Effectively manages the time of your faculty and students. In addition, it allows easy updates to manage daily event-led changes and provides the dean an overall perspective of the academic progress. Provision to generate automatic timetable based on inputs like Faculty, subject, periods per week, faculty time preference, faculty specialization and faculty priority.

**Student attendance:**
Integrated with the student leave module, timetable and the biometric attendance system, this module offers a complete view of student attendance. Option for Faculty to mark Attendance using Smartphones. Instant SMS is sent to parents in case of Student Absenteeism.

**Student discipline:**
Helps manage, view, and enforce disciplinary action; collect penalty charges, view disciplinary reports and more.

**Student feedback:**
Provides an easy-to-use, rich text editor that is designed to configure and capture feedback responses of students, faculty, employees and other stakeholders. Feedback submission option for the student through real time E-mail link or "Via Self service login" or "via Mobile App(miTOP) Login".

**Academic letters:**
Generates various types of student letters, administrative letters, ID cards, receipts and many more, that a student would require through the entire student life cycle.

**iON Communicator:**
Provides provision for 2 way communication between student-faculty, parent-faculty, parent-institute using smartphones and tablets. Send instant notifications or alerts via iON Inbox, SMS and Emails. Various transaction types allowed for communication include Event, Gallery, Assignment Upload, and Text.
Benefits

- Academics solution delivers a configured, ready to use system so that you can transact, extract and update configurations, all in real time
- Enables timetable driven attendance capture that is easy to use for teachers, saving considerable faculty time
- Daily and weekly view of timetable for students and faculty is available through their individual login screens and can be accessed from a mobile too
- Analytics detailing faculty who are regular in marking attendance, faculty utilization matrix and feedback response analysis help in generating faculty governance reports and capturing students’ preferences. This makes it possible to recognize and reward top performing faculty and take suitable action against underperforming faculty
- Communication on students’ attendance, class cancellations and changes in timings of the timetable can be sent in a dynamic manner to the students/parents through email and SMS. This helps students plan their schedule better and keeps parents well informed about their child’s discipline
- Communicator strengthens the connect between stakeholders and allows them to communicate with them even beyond the classroom boundaries
- Over 90 academic related reports can be generated
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About TCS iON

TCS iON is a strategic business unit of Tata Consultancy Services focused on enabling institutions, government departments and organisations from multiple industry sectors to be efficient in their recruitment/admissions process, learning and skilling and overall business operations with the use of Phygital platforms. These are platforms that overlay digital technologies over physical assets.

We deliver this with a unique IT-as-a-Service model that provides easy-to-use, secured, integrated, and hosted solutions in a build-as-you-grow and pay-as-you-use business model. We serve our clients with the help of best practices gained through TCS’ global experience, deep domestic market exposure along with industry leading technology expertise.

For more information, visit us at www.tcsion.com